
Figure from Evolution of Supermassive Blak Holes at High Redshift,Silverman, J.D. et al. 2006, in prep.� Peak shifts to lower redshift for lower luminosity AGN.� High LX AGN show peak near z = 2:5, similar to reent optial/radio surveys(Rihards et al. 2006; Jiang et al. 2006; Wolf et al. 2003; Wall et al. 2005).Our results are similar to other reent results (e.g., Hasinger, G., et al. 2005,Barger et al. 2005; Ueda et al. 2003) but with signi�ant improvement at z>3.Models and data still disagree beyond z=3. While the ChaMP is ontributing more high-z AGN thanany other deep X-ray survey, statistis and ompleteness are still too poor to onstrain the evolution ofsupermassive blak holes during their epoh of formation. The primary onstraint is adequate time forspetrosopy on large ground-based telesopes. The SDSS/DR5 sample provides 66 X-ray-deteted QSOswith z>3.

Mathing to ChaMP X-ray Catalog�We ross-mathed the list of SDSS DR5 quasars to the urrentChaMP X-ray atalog with a 400 searh radius, �nding 1027unique mathes� By shifting the Delination arbitrarily 3000 North and remath-ing, we demonstrate a spurious math rate of 0.7%

LEFT: Optial i0 mag vs observed broadband X-ray ux for 1027X-ray/optial mathed soures from the SDSS DR5/ChaMP. Themedian (turnover) fX(0.5-8 keV) is 2.4 (1.5) �10�14 gs.RIGHT: Optial i0 mag vs redshift for all SDSS QSOs within 200of eah Chandra pointing (blak dots) and for those with X-raydetetions (red irles). X-ray detetion is slightly biased towardsbrighter mags mainly for z�3.

LEFT: Best-�t logNintrH vs. log (1+z) for �xed �. Green arrows show upper limits to NintrH at 90%on�dene. Red dots show NH \detetions" wherever the 90% lower-bound exeeds 1020 atoms m�2. Theapparent trend is strongly a�eted by 2 observational e�ets at high-z: the weaker spetral absorption athigher rest-frame energies and the general derease in ounts available for �tting.RIGHT: Best-�t logNintrH vs. �OX . No strong trend is visible here. Blue boxes mark the knownBALQSOs, whih tend to luster towards X-ray weak (larger �OX) and large NintrH as expeted (Green &Mathur 1996; Green et al. 2001, Gallagher et al. 2006). The upper right-hand region should be rih inBALQSOs. The ompleteness of SDSS QSO seletion for BALQSOs has not yet been estimated.
X-ray to optial ux ratio (parameterized by �ox, the hypothetial power-law betweenrestframe 2keV and � 2500�A uxes) vs. optial luminosity. We derive l2 keV using the best-�tpowerlaw � with NGalH only. Shown as a red line is the best-�t relation between thewide z-range, multi-sample ompilation of Ste�en et al. (2006). Their �t does notrepresent the urrent sample over its (more limited) luminosity range.

LEFT: To test for the biases in best-�t NintrH we generated 10random subsamples of the original exposure time at eah of 2%,5%, 10%, 20%, 50% (and 100% on the far right) for a bright soure,and alulated hardness ratios. As expeted, no strong trend isseen. Note that this test does not aount for dereased detetionlikelihood, esp. towards low ounts �10.RIGHT: Best-�t values of NintrH are shown as blue dots, with theorresponding 90% upper on�dene limit shown as blak arrows.This plot shows a lear trend, reeting the skewed (one-sidedpositive de�nite and logarithmi) nature of the NH parameter.
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Photometri Redshifts of Quasars� The photo-z method (Weinstein et al. 2004) minimizes thedi�erene between the measured olors of eah objet and themedian olors of quasars as a funtion of redshift.� 86.0% of photo-zs are orret �0.3, 64.8% within �0.1.� The photo-z ode yields the probability of an objet being ina given redshift range: these probabilities are aurate in theensemble average. zphot vs. zspe is shown here (Fig 7a fromRihards et al. 2004) for 22,191 on�rmed QSOs in their non-parametri Bayes lassi�er (NBC) atalog.

Go to the ChaMP websitehttp://hea-www.harvard.edu/CHAMPfor papers, results, images, spetra, and data!

ABSTRACTAGN uni�ation models spawned in the optial are now onfronted withmultiwavelength data that break the simplest Type I/II dihotomy. For in-stane, some broad emission line (optial Type I) AGN (BLAGN) are found toshow signi�ant X-ray absorption, and some narow line AGN (NLAGN) shownone. Some of the absorbed BLAGN are explained as BALQSOs, but someare not. We ross-orrelate the largest intermediate depth Chandra X-raysurvey, the ChaMP, with a new SDSS photometri quasar atalog (extendingto fainter mags and larger populations than the SDSS spetrosopi sample),and study the X-ray properties of luminous broad line quasars. This on-strains the absorbed fration, identi�es new BALQSO andidates, and testslaims of absorption trends with redshift or luminosity.

X-ray Spetral Properties of SDSS DR5 Quasars in theP.J. Green1, T.L. Aldroft1, G.T. Rihards2, Mihael Weinstein3,W.A.Barkhouse1, D.-W.Kim1, M.Kim4, D.-W.Kim1, A.E. Mossman1,B.J. Wilkes1, H. Tananbaum1 and the ChaMP Collaborationhttp://hea-www.harvard.edu/CHAMP1 Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory, Cambridge, MA, 2 Drexel, 3 Penn State, 4 Seoul

SUMMARY & PLANS� Luminous Type I quasars an now be eÆiently seleted from SDSS imaging, and photometri redshiftsare derived that are aurate enough for luminosity funtions.� Wide-area sensitive X-ray surveys like the ChaMP are required to probe the high-redshift XLF. TheChaMP spetrosopi ampaign ontinues with Gemini, Magellan, et., but the high-z XLF still needsmany more z > 3 X-ray-seleted quasars.� The number of z>3 quasars with serendipitous Chandra measurements more than doubles via use ofthese ChaMP/SDSS DR5 quasars.� YAXX spetral �tting provides spetral onstraints and in turn more aurate luminosities to examinetrends in spetral energy distributions.� Our preliminary analysis of the SEDs and X-ray spetral properties of this sample reveals{ No strong trends of best-�t � with redshift{ Trends of best-�t NintrH an mostly be explained by measurement bias

EÆient Photometri Seletion of Type I Quasars� SDSS's original quasar olor seletion algorithms (Rihards etal. 2002) used ugri to identify UVX quasars, and griz for z>3quasars.� A newer algorithm (Rihards et al. 2004) uses a nonparametriBayesian lassi�ation (NBC) based on kernel density estima-tion (KDE), to eÆiently selet unresolved quasars in 4-D olorusing large (N>104) training sets of SDSS quasars spanning0.08<z<5.4 and 14.99<i0<21.55. (See Riherds et al. poster,this workshop).� High-z andidates with (u� g)>1 an now be inluded thanksto a larger high-z quasar sample in the training set.� EÆieny (fration that are truly QSOs f. 2QZ) is >95%.Completeness is 95% to z � 2. Further tests underway.
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Best-�t power-law � vs. redshift for 1027 SDSS/ChaMP Type I QSOs.No trend with redshift is evident. Open blak irles are spetral �tswith absorption �xed at NGalH . Filled red irles are for both � andNintrH free, when ounts>200.

ChaMP Classi� 148 ACIS I + S �elds (Cyles 1+2)� exposures 2 < T < 120 kse� Survey area � 10 deg2� � 6000 deteted soures published with logN-logS ((See Kimet al. poster nearby)� 65 �elds with deep (mag�25) NOAO/MOSAIC gri' imaging� 68 �elds with SDSS DR5 overlapExtension: ChaMPX� 218 new X-ray �elds through Cyle 6 w/SDSS DR4 overlap� 285 total SDSS overlap �elds
X-ray Spetral Extration & Fitting w/ YAXXYAXX (Yet Another X-ray Xtrator) is a Perl sript (Aldroftet al. poster, right next door). that bath proesses Chandraspetral data using CIAO tools, Sherpa, S-lang, and Perl opensoure software. It inludes automated spetral extration, �tting,and report generation.For this appliation, we performed 3 types of �ts, eah with �xedNGalH and redshift:1) pl: � free with NH frozen at NGalH (all soures)2) pl abs: Both power-law � and intrinsi absorption NintrHfree, for soures with (0.5-8 keV) ounts>2003) plfix abs: NintrH free with � �xed at 1.9 (all soures)


